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mesh2surface is a plug-in for simplifying reverse engineering
tasks inside rhino (rhino) 3d cad modeling software. a
commercial seat of rhino including mesh2surface starts at just
under $1,800 usd, making it the most affordable reverse
engineering solution we carry. even if you havent used these
tools before, both rhino and mesh2surface are efficient tools
that are easy to learn as you go. while this is a simple case of
reverse engineering, it illustrates the power of mesh2surface’s
reverse engineering tools. kvs used the reverse engineering
tools to convert the scan into a 3d cad model of the original
bezel. this allowed the design team to make changes to the
original design before manufacturing. using mesh2surface, the
reverse engineering was accomplished in approximately 24
hours. mesh2surface also provided the design team with the
ability to export the scan as a standard stl file for use in various
other applications. the team was able to work with the model
at a much higher level of accuracy than is typically available in
reverse engineering tools. the ability to generate files in both
rhino and solidworks is a great asset to any reverse
engineering team. thanks to the power of mesh2surface
reverse engineering, we are able to redesign products to meet
customer needs, even if the original designs are no longer
available. we are very proud of our newest product
mesh2surface 6.09 premium. we introduced the latest features
and benefits and, in the process, made this product even more
robust and easier to use. new features include the ability to
export multiple stl files for use in autodesk dynamo and 3d
printing. this is the same functionality available in
mesh2surface for solidworks. also, now mesh2surface for
solidworks includes various printing and molding functions to
make it easier to create products using existing manufacturing
tools. for example, now you can print a design for a new part,
add it to the model, and print it on the same day.
mesh2surface 6.09 premium also includes an improved user
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interface for one-touch orientation and printing, along with
many other features.
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mesh2surface is a useful plugin for solidworks to convert 3d
scanned meshes into a cad model. it features the latest and
greatest 3d reverse engineering modules and functions to
achieve the best and most accurate output and results. it

makes the transition simpler and easier. with the included real-
time deviation analyzer, users have greater flexibility and

control over their models. mesh2surface for solidworks is a
useful plugin for solidworks to convert 3d scanned meshes into

a cad model. it features the latest and greatest 3d reverse
engineering modules and functions to achieve the best and
most accurate output and results. it makes the transition

simpler and easier. mesh2surface premium plugin for 3ds max
is a powerful mesh reverse engineering tool for 3d modeling
software. it allows you to convert 3d scanned meshes to a

polygon model for 3d printing, game development, or in cad
models. you can also download autodesk 3ds max 2012 x86

x64 + subscription advantage pack. mesh2surface is a plugin
for rhino for converting 3d scanned meshes into a cad model. it

has modern and latest 3d reverse engineering modules and
functions to achieve the best and accurate output and results.
it makes the conversion process simple and easier. with the
included real-time deviation analyser users can get better

flexibility and control over their models. you can also download
autodesk 3ds max 2012 x86 x64 + subscription advantage

pack. mesh2surface is a professional mesh reverse engineering
tool for rhino. mesh2surface is capable of converting scanned

mesh models to a mesh model for 3d printing, game
development, or cad modeling software. mesh2surface

includes a variety of scan to cad conversion tools and the
ability to export to stl format. with the included real-time
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deviation analyser users can get better flexibility and control
over their models. you can also download autodesk 3ds max
2012 x86 x64 + subscription advantage pack. 5ec8ef588b
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